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matematiche, intorno a due nuove scienze attenenti alla 
Meccanica 6 i Movimenti locali . . . con una appendice de1 centro 
di gravith d'alcuni solidi [Leyden 16381, qui marque avec 
pregnance le debut de la physique moderne. On y trouve en sus 
un appendice sousdivis6 en deux parties : l’une, publide pour la 
premiere fois dans la seconde edition posthume des Discorsi 
(dans Opere de1 Galileo, Bologna 1655-1656)) a savoir un addenda 
dictge par Galileo a Viviani et l’autre, programm6e par Galileo 
pour un discours additionnel, qui traite de la Force de 
Percussion. Une bibliographie des editions principales et des 
traductions des Discorsi, tant qu’un index soigneusement prepare 
completent ce volume, enrichie en outre d’une preface de 22 
pages, dont l’auteur en peut Qtre bien justement fier, d’un tres 
bon lexique et d’un nombre de 228 notes au bas de la page, dont 
plusieurs d’un int&Et bien difficile B surestimer. Par ailleurs 
l’auteur de cette oeuvre magistrale tant que d’un nombre d’autres 
travaux d’envergure et digne et profond connaisseur de l’entiere 
epoque de Galileo, comparable a celui de l’un des mal”tres a 
nous tous dans le domaine de l’histoire de philosophie, des 
sciences et de technologie, a savoir Antonio Favaro (1847-1922), 
a de&i6 ce livre B cet illustre historien. Cette nouvelle 
&dition a donnee une forte impulsion au developpement de la 
science de l’histoire, jalonnC dans le domaine des etudes de 
1’Bpoque de Galileo dans ces trois d6cades dans differents pays 
par nombre de travaux d’envergure, tels, par ex, chapitres 
choisis de 1'Bistoire de la Mkanique par Rene Dugas [Dunod, 
Paris, Ed. du Griffon, Neuchatel, 19501, ceux du volume Din 
Istoria Mecanicii par Stefan BZlan et Igor Ivanov [Editura 
Stiintificg, Bucarest 19661 ou bien qcoala lui Galileo Galilei 
[Rev. StiintificH ‘IV. Adamachi”, Iagi 1947, t.XXXIII, pp. 32-391 
par D. Mangeron et d’autres encore. Les lecteurs d’expression 
frfnfaise trouverons dans ce volume nombre de supplgments bien 
precieux a la traduction francaise Discours et d&monstrations 
mathgmatiques concernant Deux Sciences Nouvelles par Maurice 
Clavelin [Paris 19701. 
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Reviewed by Evert M. Bruins, Amsterdam 
We possess the excellent work, in German and in English 
translation, by Karl Menninger, Zahlwort und Ziffer, which 
gives ample documentation about the naming of numbers, their 
representation, and the operations with them, for Sumer, Babylon, 
Egypt, Greece, and the Latin, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean 
systems. Until now there had been no book on the subject in 
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French. Nearly thirty years ago, this reviewer met with the 
author of the present volume, and heard of her great project to 
include "the systems of the whole world in one edition." The 
chapters of this book treat Egypt, the Aztecs, Greece, Rome, 
Sumer and Babylon, the Maya, China, India. A special study of 
alphabetic numeration (Hebrew, Greek, Ethiopian, and Arabic) is 
added, as is one on the zero. The author develops a system of 
classification of systems of numeration, and discusses their 
geographical distribution. A bibliography, an analytical table 
of the subjects, and a list of figures, plates, and tables are 
added. Evidently the author has assembled a great collection of 
important documents. Many elucidations are given and elaborated 
in "Notes" and intermediate chapters. 
It stands to reason that the long time taken in preparing 
the book and in having it published (publication, attempted for 
fifteen years, has now been made possible by the support of the 
Centre National de Recherche Scientifique) marks the book as 
"already old" at its time of issue. This--we emphasize--does 
not affect the documentation itself! Again, the fact that 
publication took such a long time means that papers of 1942 and 
1963 are indicated as "recent," while a qualification "tout 
recemment" applies to April 13, 1967; this indicates that 
additions and notes have been inserted in order to avoid 
rewriting long sections. 
The twenty years' work on this edition caused some near- 
inconsistencies. The author indicates (p. 320) that "the base 
60 is too large for memory"--to which we must remark that this 
does not prevent a perfect technique without the need to 
memorize. However, in her refutation of several opinions of 
J. Needham, in which she seems to be right to the reviewer, she 
says that "one might think that the base 60 is too large, but 
this retracts nothing from the intellectual concept of the 
Babylonians." The base 60 is, indeed, much to be preferred to 
the base 10: The ancient Greeks (see Plato, Laws V, 745-6) even 
considered a base of 5040. The fear of not ending divisions 
is greater than the fear of a large base, and 5040=1.2.3.4.5.6.7. 
secures integers in dividing by all factors 2,3,4,5,6,7; the 
modern mathematician can add that finite results would also 
occur in a positional system with base 2.3.5.7=210. 
Moreover, many a source cited in the text is second-hand. 
The bibliography lacks, for instance, the edition of the Rhind 
Papyrus by Chace (1927-29), and the older considerations on 
such matters as the 2/n table are certainly of no use any more. 
With respect to the treatment of pre-Conquest arithmetic 
in America, the reviewer once asked Menninger why he gave only 
a few remarks on American arithmetic: Maya, Aztec, etc., in 
his book. It was not caused, he told me, by lack of interest 
but because the Conquistadores did their work so well that the 
relevant material in codices was completely destroyed, and one 
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is left with few other things than hypotheses and conjectures. 
Accordingly, the present book gives many a nice reproduction, 
but has to explain both astronomy and the calendar of the 
ancient American peoples in order to have indications what 
some number symbols might be. 
More generally, though Karl Menninger emphasizes the need 
not to mix up certain concepts (in particular see Zahlwort u. 
Ziffer, pp. 49-57, about “grouping” (Bllndelung) and “scaling” 
(Stufung)), Mlle. Guitel confuses grouping and the positional 
system. Though she indicates how the groups of five (compare 
the Greek ITE.FIIT&,SEIV) are evident in the Sumerian numerals, she 
describes the five as conceived as a divisor of ten, instead of 
ten as the double (i.e. a multiple) of five, though the latter 
is clearly seen to be the case if one looks at the Herodian 
and Roman symbols--which for unknown reasons she describes as 
“ma1 consu” (p. 199)--I V X L C D M. In addition, she speaks of 
the “two bases” 6 and 10 of the Babylonian--more properly, 
Sumerian--invention, the sexagesimal positional system, which 
has only one base: 60. (See, e.g., p. 185, 187, 188, 193, 198, 
199, 225, 226, etc.) 
Many of the systems are illustrated by “examples of computa- 
tion,” though for the Roman system (p. 213) she indicates “that 
we do not know how the Latins used their hand abacus.” [l] 
There are difficulties involved in giving “examples of 
computation,” and to illustrate these difficulties we have to 
warn of traps caused by the philologist’s approach. 
For instance, when Archimedes computed square roots by their 
upper and lower bounds in his KOKXOU IJET~WJIS, he used the 
simple relation: 
If a < d < b, then (d-a) (b-d) = E is positive, and 
d2 + ab + E = d(a+b). 
Therefore, a lower bound for Jd2 is dl = (d2 + ab)/(a + b). 
As the square roots lie between a and a + 1 = b, he uses 
Jd2 < (d2 + a2)/2a, Jd2 > (d2 + a[a + 1])/(2a + 1). 
The algorithm makes certain that the results are correct. Many 
centuries later, Eutochius verified this by squaring the results 
of Archimedes--obviously to covince less skilled mathematicians, 
not himself. This explicit, “childish” way of effectuating the 
computations was taken by philologists for the “Greek top- 
mathematician’s procedure.” Such childish ways cause Mlle. 
Guitel to speak about a “chaos” and a “d&.ordre des op8rations”; 
this did not exist in the work of the mathematician, but was 
suggested by later philologists in editing the mathematician’s 
explanations for his pupils. 
The Sumerians invented the sexagesimal positional and its 
advantages and techniques were recognized by the Babylonians. 
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In a sexagesimal system, we must note that one needs 59 symbols 
(plus one for the zero) for the digits. The Babylonians bundled 
the digits with tens; they did not use “decimal writing” or a 
“hybrid system” for them. Numbers greater than 59 never do 
occur. But their techniques have been forgotten, SO what is 
done later on, e.g. in medieval sexage’simal computation, has 
nothing to do with the earlier exact, and sophisticated pro- 
cedures. 
The idea that one has to “know” the products from 1 times 1 
to 59 times 59 is widespread, and is presumably based on the 
use of such tables in a still-preserved Arabic manuscript and 
in some codices of the fifteenth century. The author is of this 
opinion too, and sees a corresponding deficiency among the 
Babylonians (p. 295) : “l’instrument qui a cruellement fait 
defaut aux Babyloniens”--which is wrong. The Babylonian was a 
far better mathematician than the one who would need or use 
such a table. The skilled sexagesimal computer--and we know 
that skill for sure, seeing the very few errors he made in 
adding partial products at the wrong sexagesimal place--never 
needs products a times b with a and b exceeding 15. We 
illustrate this with an explicit example: If a and b are both 
greater than 45, one computes by heart: 
(l.O-p)(l.O-q) = 1.0.0. - (p+q).O + pq 
If both a and b are between 30 and 45, one has 
(3O+p) (3O+q) = 15.0 + (1/2)(p+q) .o + pq 
and, for factors between 15 and 30 one uses subtraction of p or 
9. Thus, in all straightforward notations of the products, one 
never needs a product pq with p, q exceeding 15. 
The example treated on p. 296, the product of 11.38 and 
6.49, would never have been treated by a Babylonian as the 
author indicates. He would have proceeded thus: 
11.38 (6.40+9) = 1.17.33.20 + 1.44.42 = 1.19.18.2, 
remarking that multiplying by 6.40 is the same as dividing by 9 
and shifting one place to the left. A more skilled man would 
use small numbers, as follows: 
(12 - 0.22)(7-0.11) = 1.24 + 0;4.2 - 2;34 - 2;12. 
And what Mlle. Guitel sees as the popular “numeration decimale” 
of the Babylonians is not a positional system at all, but 
simply ten-bundling, with the symbols 
v = 1 Q = 10 pk = 100 UV&= 1000. 
TO page 337, one must add that in astronomy the titi (30 titi 
is one lunation) was used. 
In the chapter on alphabetic numeration (in which Pappus’ 
au0~r-n~ is not discussed), we meet again with a characterization 
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“ce chaos” (p. 276). Rightly, Mlle. Guitel felt the necessity 
of getting acquainted with Arabic writing. So, at the end, 
she mentions the “isolated” and “joining” letters in the written 
Arabic--which simply removes the “chaos,” which in fact never 
existed for one who reads Arabic, but which leaves the non- 
Arabist just as helpless as before. The reviewer had difficulties 
meeting words like t’palapatun,” “palapatu-alafin” (p. 282) until 
he read the numbers in Arabic and recognized that the “p” 
stands for the phonetic sign+ for the English “th”. 
In her Note 4 on solving the equation ax-by=c in integers, 
the author follows the modern way, even taking refuge in 
continued fractions. It is, however, evident that if x 0’ Yo 
is a solution, then x = xO+bk and y = yO+ak are solutions for 
any positive or negative integer k; this follows without any 
appeal to division and shows that if a solution exists, one can 
be found in the interval 0 < x < b, 0 < y < a, and that, there- 
fore, one searches in the smallest interval, using a purely 
additive process. The example 73x-52y = 1 is directly treated 
by adding and subtracting only, as follows: 
73-52 = 21 
73+21 = 94 94-52 = 42 
73+42 = 115 115-52-52 = 11 
73+11 = 84 84-52 = 32 
73+32 = 105 105-52-52 = 1 
As five times a 73 is used, and seven times a 52 is subtracted, 
the solution 5, 7 is found: 5(73) - 7(52) = 1. 
The above remarks had to be made in order to promote a 
proper use of the wealth of information, that is contained in 
this book. It is unfortunate that the book is being published 
20 years late. We have to congratulate the author for her 
perseverance, which finally gave rise to this book in French on 
the methods of numeration. 
NOTE 
1. In this connection, it is worth noting how K. Menninger, 
preparing the manuscript, about 1930, for his first edition, 
reproduced a Japanese soroban, with 1+5 beads on its strings. 
He just took this diagram over in the 2nd edition [1958], p. 115, 
but on pages 116-117 he explained the use and handling of the 
soroban using a Japanese book of 1954 in which the soroban had 
1+4 beads on each string. The explanation was no doubt 
introduced between writing the first edition and editing the 
second. In any case, this Japanese soroban, in its final (say, 
1930) version, is identical with the Roman hand abacus! As the 
beads are on strings put next to each other, the computation is 
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made in the same way as in the decimal positional system, though 
the Romans did not know about that system, and the Japanese 
did not need this concept for effective computation. The 
result, finally, is written with the Roman symbols, with the 
numbers I, X, C, M, . . . being written above the corresponding 
strings! 
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